Reed First School Pupil Premium Funding 2019 / 2020
Focus for 2019 – 2020
To continue to contribute to diminishing the difference between disadvantaged children in school to non-disadvantaged children in school and
nationally.
Summary of proposed spending:
Resources to deal with anxiety, improve concentration, and handle difficult emotions.
Reading resources to support closing the gap.
Maths resources to support closing the gap.
To ensure pupils are able to access the extra-curricular activities available after school.
To ensure all pupils are able to extend their learning through rich learning experiences beyond the school.
Pupil Premium Grant 2019 / 2020 = £5582 for April 2019 to March 2020
Activity
Personal, Social
and Health
Education supports
our pupils alongside Mindfulness

Lead
VW

Time
45
minutes
per
week

Focus pupils
All PP
All pupils in
EYFS, KS1 and
KS2 will benefit.

Cost
£100 (E19)

£1,800
£1620
discounted

Objectives
Aims and Outcomes
To introduce Mindfulness across the school Children are equipped to deal with
using bespoke sessions for all PP children.
anxiety, improve concentration, and
handle difficult emotions.
To introduce a PSHE scheme across the
school to build on themes and learning
year on year.
To make use of the scheme characters to
support pupil wellbeing in extra sessions in
Nurture groups when required.

Reading resources
to support closing
the gap.

VW

Maths resources to
support closing the
gap.

HT

Funding for extracurricular activities
and club where
there is a cost to
parents.
Funding for school
trips / workshops
where there is a
cost to parents.

VW

VW

Daily

All PP
All pupils in
EYFS, KS1 and
KS2 will benefit.

£1,500

All PP
All pupils in
EYFS, KS1 and
KS2 will benefit.

£1,000

On
going

All PP

£500

To ensure all pupils are able to access the
extra-curricular activities available after
school.

On
going

All PP

£300

To ensure all pupils are able to extend
their learning through rich learning
experiences beyond the school.

Total: £5,200

To ensure reading matches the sounds
which children are taught in phonics
lessons in EYFS and KS1.
To ensure progression in texts across book
bands which children are closely matched
to.
Texts are age appropriate at KS2.
Children are read to by the adults in the
school texts of high quality and interest.
To supplement practical concrete
resources to support teaching, learning
and understanding in maths.

All children are reading texts which are
phonics and age related.
Children all have access to a range of
text types.
Class readers engage pupils to add to
the reading rich environment.

All pupils have access to familiar
concrete resources to encourage
mathematical thinking and reasoning.
Recorded learning demonstrates
effective use of the manipulatives.
Pupils select equipment automatically
when working mathematically.
Parents seek support to enable
children to take part in clubs where
there is a charge.
The amount of pupils taking part
increases including PP.
All children experience workshops and
trips regularly through-out the school
year. The pupils voice the impact the
experiences have on their learning.

